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Abstract
We study the out-of-equilibriumdynamics of dissipative gases of atoms excited to two ormore high-
lying Rydberg states. This situation bears interesting similarities to classical binary (in general p-ary)
mixtures of particles. The effective forces between the components are determined by the inter-level
and intra-level interactions of Rydberg atoms. These systems permit to explore new parameter
regimeswhich are physically inaccessible in a classical setting, for example one inwhich themixtures
exhibit non-additive interactions. In this situation the out-of-equilibrium evolution is characterized
by the formation ofmetastable domains that reach partial equilibration long before the attainment of
stationarity. In experimental settingswithmesoscopic sizes, this collective behaviormay in fact take
the appearance of dynamic symmetry breaking.
Introduction
Dissipative Rydberg gases enable the exploration of a great variety of out-of-equilibriumphenomena.
Dynamical effects that have been theoretically predicted include kinetic constrains [1], crystallization [2–6],
bistability [7–9], spatial correlations and density waves [10], aggregation [11, 12], antiferromagnetic order [13],
non-equilibriumphase transitions [14], classical and quantumglassiness [15], many-body entanglement
[16, 17] and self-similarity [18, 19]. Some of these phenomena, including the build-up of correlations [20–22],
crystallization [23], kinetic constraints [24], aggregation [25, 26] and bimodality [25, 27, 28] have already been
observed, which highlights the power of Rydberg gases for investigating non-equilibriumquantumdynamics.
While single-component systems, where one Rydberg transition is driven, have been the focus ofmany
efforts, the dynamics ofmulti-componentRydberg gases—i.e. systemswith atoms excited to several Rydberg
states—remains largely unexplored. As recent experiments are starting to probemultiple Rydberg states [29–
32], it is important to achieve some understanding of the collective phenomena that can be expected to be found
in such systems. One can anticipate that several competing length scales will arise from the interplay between
intra-level and inter-level interactions (i.e. the interactions between atoms excited to the same or different levels,
respectively). Indeed, a few theoretical studies have started exploring this competition [33, 34].
The study ofmulti-component systemsmay help to further the strong analogies between the dynamics of
dissipative Rydberg gases and soft-matter systems [1, 12, 15]. This connection ultimately originates from the
Rydberg blockade effect [35, 36], whereby an excitation of a given atomprevents that of neighboring atoms, an
effect reminiscent of the excluded-volume interactions characteristic of soft-matter systems such as liquids and
colloids [37]. These systems are oftenmixtures composed ofmore than one kind of particle, as such dispersity
can give rise to interesting collective effects that are not present in themonodisperse case, see e.g. [38].
Furthermore, it is commonwhenmodeling softmatter computationally to consider ‘non-additive’mixtures,
meaningmixtures where the cross interactions between different kinds of particles are not given by those
between similar kinds: for example, if particlesA andB interact among themselves with typical distances sA and
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sB, respectively, the distance for cross interaction is such that s s s¹ +( ) 2AB A B , as in e.g. [39]. An illustration
is given inﬁgure 1(a).While non-additive interactions are unphysical in a classical settingwhere particles
interact by excluded volume or similar effects, they are used to increase frustration inmodel liquids, thus
precluding crystallization and promoting glass formation. In dissipative Rydberg gases the non-additivity of
inter-atomic interactions is an experimentally realizable physical feature. Despite its quantumorigin, such non-
additivity survives in an effectively classical limit, giving a newhandle on experimentally realizable binary (or
generally p-ary)mixtures.
In this work, we elucidate the physics ofmulti-component dissipative Rydberg gases far from equilibrium.
Weﬁrst develop a general theory for the dynamics of systemswith any number of components extending an
approach that has been extensively validated in the one-component case [24, 26].We then perform an idealized
numerical study, where different interaction strengths lead to a variety of length scales giving rise to strikingly
different dynamical regimes. The phenomenology that emerges fromnon-additive interactions is characterized
by the formation of domains, which are homogeneously populated by excitations of a given componentwhen
inter-level interactions dominate, and show an alternation of components in the opposite case. Homogeneous
domains reach partial equilibrationwhen detailed balance is achieved for the dominant atomic transition,
leading tometastable behavior. In experimental settings withmesoscopic sizes, these domainswill appear as
non-equilibrium symmetry-broken states.
Theory: effective dynamics in the limit of strong dissipation
Weconsider a systemofN atoms, each of which can be in one of +p 1 levels, the ground state ñ∣0 , and >p 1
Rydberg states ñ∣1 , ñ∣2 ,K ñ∣p , with energies < < < <E E E Ep0 1 2  . See ﬁgure 1(b) for an ilustration of the
two-component case. Atoms in theRydberg states ñ∣s and ¢ñ∣s at positions rk and rm interact through a power-law
potential = -a a¢ ¢ ∣ ∣V C r rkmss ss k m with exponentα. For simplicity, we denote the intra-level interactions byVskm
instead ofVkm
ss . The value of the coefﬁcients a
¢Css depends on the speciﬁc structure of the atomic spectrum and
can be controlled through e.g. electric ﬁeld induced Förster resonances [40] ormicrowave dressing [41, 42].
Typically encountered exponents are a = 6 (van derWaals interaction) and a = 3 (dipole-dipole interaction)
[43]. Each of the Rydberg states is resonantly coupled to the ground state by a laser ﬁeld, and affected by
dephasing noise [24–26]. The dynamics of the system is governed by aMaster equation of Lindblad form
r r r¶ = + ( ) t [44]. The coherent part r r= - +[ ] H Hi ,0 1 includes an interactionHamiltonian
Figure 1.Non-additive interactions, energy level scheme, and competing length scales. (a)Additive and non-additive interactions (see
text for deﬁnition). (b)Atomic energy levels, dephasing rates, and laser-driven transitions. (c)Competing length scalesR andRc for
intra- and inter-level interactions, respectively: >R Rc ( <R Rc) leads to alternating patterns (homogeneous regions).
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and a driving term s= å W å= = ( )H sp s kN sxk1 1 1 . Here, = ñ á∣ ∣( )n s ss k k , s = ñ á + ñ á∣ ∣ ∣ ∣( ) s s0 0sxk k k and Ws is the
Rabi frequency of the transition between ñ∣0 and ñ∣s . The dissipator is given by r g= å å= =( ) sp s kN1 1
r r-( ){ }( ) ( ) ( )n n n ,s k s k s k12 , where gs is the dephasing rate of ñ∣s w.r.t. ñ∣0 . Atomic decay is not considered, as we
are especially interested in the short time dynamics that has been probed in experiments [24, 26].We deliberately
focus on a situationwhere exchange interactions can be omitted, which can be achieved by a speciﬁc choice of
Rydberg states [40].
In the limit of strong dissipation, gWs s , which is relevant in a number of experimental settings [24, 26],
the time evolution is governed by an stochastic dynamics along the classical states represented in m r= ( )diag
[1, 45].While the effective equations ofmotion of themulti-component Rydberg gas are crucially important for
the rest of the paper, and simple enough as to provide physical insight into the phenomenology that is
numerically observed (whichwould be very hard to infer from the quantummaster equation), their derivation is
relatively lengthy.We therefore include here only themain results, and give the technical details in appendix A
for the interested reader. The resulting rate equations are
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where = + ñ á∣ ∣( ) ( ) n 0 0sk s k k projects on the subspace spanned by the ground state and the excited state ñ∣s of site
k. For simplicity, we assume that the atoms sit in the sites of a chainwith lattice constant a. A transition involving
the excited level ñ∣s at site k, whether it is an excitation or a de-excitation, occurs with a rate
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where =ˆ ar rk k . The relevant length scales are given by the intra-level, g= a a- [ ]R a C2s s s1 1 , and the inter-level
interaction parameters, g= a a¢ - ¢[ ]R a C2sss ss s1 1 , which are the reduced distances at which the appearance of
excitations of a given component correlate different sites. As in classicalmixtures of particles (liquids, colloids,
etc) several components coexist and their interactions are characterized by different typical length scales
depending on the components involved.
Experiments typically probe the dynamics starting from an initial state where all atoms are in the ground
state, and this will be our choice aswell. At the initial stages distant excitations to any level occur independently
of each otherwith a rate that is ( ) 1 . This gives an ‘initial seed’ for the correlated dynamics: as soon as the
distance between excitations becomes comparable withRs and/or
¢Rs
ss , the second term in equation (3) strongly
correlates the atoms, and the transitions between the ground state and a particular level become less likely due to
the presence of nearby excited particles (see ﬁgure 1(c)).
Phenomenology: numerical results
Wenext turn to a numerical exploration of the phenomenology that emerges inmulti-component Rydberg
gases. As the dynamics is rich in collective effects, we start from the simplest possible case of a two-component
systemwith symmetric interaction parameters, = ºR R R1 2 and = ºR R Rc112 212 . The expression in brackets
on the rhs of equation (3) then becomeså + -a a a( ) ∣ˆ ˆ ∣( ) ( )R n R n r rm m c m k m1 2 for transitions between ñ∣0 k and
ñ∣1 k, and an equivalent expression for the transition between ñ∣0 k and ñ∣2 k is obtained by swapping ( )n m1 and ( )n m2 .
In keepingwith the aim to simplify the parameter space asmuch as possible, we further assume g gW = W12 1 22 2,
and rescale the time variable by gW12 1.We focus our study on three generic cases: (i) >R Rc, (ii) ~R Rc and
(iii) <R Rc . Cases (i) and (iii) are examples of non-additive interactions, ¹R Rc . Such interactions are of
interest in the theoretical study of complex and glassy dynamics in classicalmixtures, but their experimental
realization remains challenging in those contexts, whereas they appear generically in Rydberg gases.We expect
that in case (i) the excitations of one componentwill be surrounded by excitations of the other component, in an
anticorrelated pattern, as in the upper panel ofﬁgure 1(c). By analogy, in case (iii), one expects the clustering of
excitations of a given component, as in the lower panel ofﬁgure 1(c).
This phenomenology is indeed observed using kineticMonte-Carlo simulations in a 1D chain of van der
Waals-interacting atoms (a = 6).We focus on amesoscopic systemof sizeN=20, as such sizes are accessible
by current experiments, and use periodic boundary conditions to prevent uncontrolled boundary effects. In
ﬁgure 2we show representative trajectories for cases (i)–(iii) forﬁxedR=2 and varyingRc, where an atom
appears in blue if it is in the excited state ñ∣1 , in red if it has been excited to ñ∣2 , and inwhite if it is in the ground
state. Analogous results for four components are presented in appendix B. For =R 1 2c ( >R Rc), the
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excitation pattern forms something that can be described as heterogeneous domains of alternating excitations of
one and the other component, with some defects (ﬁgure 2(a)). ForRc=8 ( <R Rc), where the proximity of
heterogeneous neighbors is penalized, large homogeneous domains (i.e. regionswhere there are only excitations
of a given component) are seen to exist throughoutmost of the non-equilibrium evolution of the system
(ﬁgures 2(c) and (d)).Whether one sees a homogeneous domain of one or the other component depends on the
small imbalances thatmay occur at the initial stages of the process. Indeed, inﬁgure 2(c) at some point, the
appearance of ‘intruding’ excitations (one of them ismagniﬁed) leads to the replacement of a large component
ñ∣1 domain by a similar one of component ñ∣2 . In other trajectories, like that shown inﬁgure 2(d), domains of a
given component dominate throughout the non-equilibrium regime. As for the situation inwhichRc=2
=(R Rc,ﬁgure 2(b)), corresponding to additive interactions, excited atoms are as likely to be found close to
excitations of either component throughout the evolution of the system. Indeed, the components act as labels
that permit to distinguish different types of excitations, but they have no dynamical consequences. This is in
stark contrast to situations inwhich the interactions are non-additive, where (as shown above) the
conﬁgurations that emerge are highly dependent on the components of the excitations. As inmixtures of
classical particles, non-additivity brings richness into the dynamics.
With increasing time, the latticeﬁlls withmore andmore excitations. Eventually these highly structured
conﬁgurations disappear and the system settles into the stationary state of themaster equation, which is
proportional to the identity, r º + Ä-( ) p 1 N k kst . Accordingly, in the effective dynamics the average number
of atoms in each level becomes +( )N p 1 , as can be seen from equation (2). Inﬁgure 3(a)we show
á ñ º å á ñ( ) ( ) ( )( )n t N n t1 k k1 1 , i.e. the density of atoms in the excited state ñ∣1 , as a function of time. This
observable gives us some important information of the generic aspects of the classes of dynamics illustrated in
ﬁgure 2 for speciﬁc realizations.We again ﬁxR=2, and look at =R 1 2, 2c and 8. The excitation density for
the situations corresponding to the two extreme values ofRc increases until it reaches a long plateauwhich has
been highlightedwith vertical arrows in the ﬁgure. The origin of these plateauswill be clariﬁed below.Much later
another increase leads the system towards the sationary state (see the black horizontal line).While the results for
á ñ( )( )n tk2 are identical, single trajectories ﬂuctuate strongly, a situation reminiscent of dynamic symmetry
breaking (see, e.g., [46, 47]).
To gain insight into the relaxation behavior reported inﬁgure 3(a), and especially on the type of
conﬁgurations that occur at different stages of the dynamics, it is useful to complement the study of the time
evolution of the density of excitations with that of an observable that can help distinguish between different local
patterns of excitations. For this purpose, we focus on the density of excitation blocks, i.e. excited atomswhose
right neighbors are also excited.We consider separately homogeneous and heterogeneous blocks, which are
Figure 2.Representative trajectories for different inter-level interaction parameter values. Representative trajectories forR=2 and
=R 1 2c (a),Rc=2 (b), andRc=8 (c, d). The appearance of an ‘intruding’ excitation has beenmagniﬁed in (c). Blue corresponds to
ñ∣1 , red to ñ∣2 , andwhite to ground state atoms.
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made up of same-component or different-component excitations respectively. The former type is shown
enclosed in a continuous-line box and the latter in a dashed-line box in the inset ofﬁgure 3(b), wherewe show
the density of homogeneous (continuous line) and heterogeneous blocks (dotted line). The block density in the
stationary state is indicated by a black horizontal line. This is á ñ + á ñ = ++ + ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )n n N n n N p2 1i i i i1 1 1 2 2 1 2
for homogeneous blocks, and the same value can be easily seen to apply to heterogenous blocks. For =R 1 2c
the density reaches the plateau inﬁgure 3(a) at the time the concentration of heterogeneous blocks gets close to
the equilibrium value, and the ﬁnal push into stationarity corresponds to an equivalentmove on the part of the
concentration of homogeneous blocks. This corresponds to a rapidly achieved alternating pattern of excitations,
which persists for long times until itﬁnally relaxes into the stationary state. ForRc=8, we see the opposite
behavior: the plateau is reached ﬁrst when the homogeneous blocks attain the equilibrium value, and
stationarity is achieved after a longwait when the heterogeneous blocks reach that value aswell. The
interpretration is analogous to that of the =R 1 2c case, but now the domains that appear at the time the
plateau is reached are homogeneous. Inwhich case it takes shorter or longer for the homogeneous or the
heterogeneous blocks to reach the equilibrium value can of course be inferred from the rates in equation (3). The
case where = =R R 2c unsurprisingly shows a simultaneous equilibration of both types of blocks, and
therefore stationarity is reachedwithout an intermediate plateau.
These results suggest that the domain structure remains in place for very long times before reaching
stationarity. To clarify this we consider the order parameter
åº -+
=
( ) [ ( ) ( )] ( )( ) ( )P t
N
n t n t
1
, 4
k
N
k k
1
1 2
for the study of homogeneous domains. Bimodal distributions of this parameter indicate very strong dominance
of one of the two components, while a narrowunimodal distribution that peaks at zero indicates the existence of
conﬁgurationswhere both components are stronglymixed.We further deﬁne a similar parameter that assigns
an alternating sign to consecutive excitations along the chain for the study of heterogeneous domains
º å - -- Î( ) ( ) [ ( ) ( )]( ) ( )P t n t n t1N k N k k
1
1 2
k , where  is the positionally ordered set of the excitations in the chain,
andNk is the position of site k in  (i.e., if = ¼{ } 1, 4, 9, 16, , =N 11 , =N 24 , and so on).
The probability distribution ofP± across time forR=2, =R 1 2, 2c and 8 is shown inﬁgures 4(a), (b) and
(c), respectively. For =R 1 2c (ﬁgure 4(a)), -( )P t has a relatively wide distribution that narrows down as the
system approaches stationarity, indicating the loss of order. The presence of defectsmakes the distribution
unimodal even for short times. ForRc=2 (ﬁgure 4(b)), +( )P t is narrowly distributed around zero, as the
occurrence of both components is equally likely in all realizations. This case can be analyzedwith -( )P t aswell,
yielding very similar results (not shown). A richer phenomenology occurs when >R Rc =(R 8c ,ﬁgure 4(c)),
with a clearly bimodal distribution throughout the non-equilibrium evolution of the system. Initially, two
branches are formed symmetrically around zero, separated by a region of very low probability of occurrence.
This corroborates the role of the initial seed in leading the system to domains of either component. The two
peaks of +( )P t separatemore andmore until they saturate. Later on, the domain structure starts crumbling upon
Figure 3.Density of excitations and excitation blocks. (a)Density of component ñ∣1 atoms forR=2 and =R 1 2, 2, 8c . Arrows
indicate the times aroundwhich the density reaches a plateau (as explained in the text) for =R 1 2c (red) andRc=8 (blue). (b)
Density of homogeneous (continuous lines) and heterogeneous (dotted lines) excitation blocks (same color coding as in (a)). Black
horizontal lines indicate the stationary values. Averages based on 2000 trajectories.
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the appearance of excitations of the non-dominant component. This is illustrated inﬁgure 4(d), where the
curves corresponding the distributions shown in (c) at times =t 10 , 102 4 and 108 are shown.
The saturation value for >R Rc is +∣ ∣P 0.5 , which corresponds to ametastable state, as we now explain. In
the two-component case, the right-hand side of equation (2) contains two terms for each site.Within a
homogeneous domain of, say, component ñ∣1 , G G( ) ( )k k2 1 , so for times shorter than G( )1 k2 transitions between
ñ∣0 and ñ∣1 dominate. The corresponding term reaches a ‘partial equilibrium’when s ms m-( ) ( ) ( )xk xk k1 1 1 is as likely
to create excitations as de-excitations, i.e. when there are asmany atoms in the ground state as in state ñ∣1 .
Indeed, this state, inwhich detailed balance is satisﬁed for one of the transitions between the ground state and an
excited state, would correspond to the stationary dynamics of a single-component Rydberg gas. Inmulti-
component systems, however, excitations of the non-dominant component have to appear eventually in order
for the system to reach the true stationary state, as shown inﬁgures 4(c) and (d). A similar behavior is observed in
four-component systems (see appendix B). The reader should note that suchmetastable statesmay not be
achieved in experiments starting from an empty initial state if the times required to reach them exceed the
lifetimes of the atoms. Starting fromdensely populated initial states can be helpful in probing thismetastability.
Conclusions
Wehave derived an effective theory for amulti-component Rydberg gas in the presence of noise. For non-
additive interactions, the emerging dynamics displays a domain structure that depends sensitively on the initial
excitations. For large inter-species interactions this leads to ametastable dynamics when partial equilibration is
reached for the dominant component, which corresponds to the stationary state of a single-component system
where only that Rydberg transition is driven. To our knowledge, this could be the ﬁrst system that is
experimentally accessible inwhich non-additive interactions of the kind that are considered in classicalmixtures
of particles for the study ofmetastable dynamics can be naturally implemented, and are indeed expected to occur
generically.Whether the phenomenology persists at the qualitative level when the dissipation is onlymoderately
strong or evenweak compared to the driving, as has been recently shown to occur in the case of single-
component Rydberg gases [19], is an interesting question that remains to be studied, as is the general role of
quantumﬂuctuations [48]. The possibility that the (to some extent) tunable exchange interaction of Rydberg
gases [40] can open up new relaxation pathways inmulti-component systemswill be explored in the future.
Figure 4.Probability distribution of order parameters P for different values ofRc. (a)Distribution of -( )P t forR=2 and =R 1 2c .
(b) and (c)Distribution of +( )P t forR=2 andRc=2 (b) orRc=8 (c). (d)Distributions shown in (c) at =t 102 (black), 104 (blue)
and 108 (red) (see vertical lines). Histograms contain 2000 trajectories.
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AppendixA.Derivation of the effective equations ofmotion
Weconsider a gas ofN atoms in a lattice. The ground state ñ∣0 of each atom is resonantly coupled by laserﬁelds to
the Rydberg states ñ ñ ¼ ñ∣ ∣ ∣p1 , 2 , , (with energies such that < < <E E Ep0 1  ). TheMaster equation is then
given by r r r¶ = + t 0 1 , where 0 contains the interactionHamiltonian and the dissipator, and 1 gives the
time evolution due to the driving. For the derivation below,where 1will be treated as a perturbation, this is
more convenient than themore physical decomposition into a coherent part and a dissipator that is used in the
main text. The Liouvillian superoperator 0 is deﬁned as
å år r g r r= - + -
= =
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where = ñ á∣ ∣( )n s ss k k and gs is the dephasing rate of ñ∣s w.r.t. ñ∣0 . Atoms in theRydberg states ñ∣s and ¢ñ∣s at
positions rk and rm interact through a power-law potential = -a a¢ ¢ ∣ ∣V C r rkmss ss k m with exponentα. For
simplicity we denote the intra-level interactions byVkm
s instead ofVkm
ss . As a result, theHamiltonianH0 can be
written as
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The superoperator 0 therefore consists of aHamiltonian part and a dissipator whose individual terms
commute. Additionally, we have the driving term, which in the rotating-wave approximation becomes
å år s r= - W
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1 1
where s = ñ á + ñ á∣ ∣ ∣ ∣( ) s s0 0sxk k k and Ws is the Rabi frequency of the coupling between ñ∣s and ñ∣0 . Our aim is to
derive the effective dynamics in the limit of strong dissipation, gWs s .We start byworking out the effect of the
dissipator on the dynamics. Using the notation, g r r= å -= ( ){ }( ) ( ) ( ) ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦n n n ,dk sp s s k s k s k0, 1 12 , wewrite
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   

where the dissipative evolution of site k has beenmade explicit using the basis states ñ∣0 k, ñ ñ ¼ ñ∣ ∣ ∣p1 , 2 , ,k k k, and
r( )mnk are the ´- -p pN N1 1matrices deﬁned by r r= á ñ∣ ∣( ) n mmnk k k. By analogously deriving higher order terms, it
can be shown that the action of the dissipator re t0 is
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The off-diagonal entries of the densitymatrix are seen to decay exponentially, a fact that is not altered by the
action of the coherenct dynamics given byH0, which is diagonal in the product basis formed by single particle
states ñ∣0 k, ñ ñ ¼ ñ∣ ∣ ∣p1 , 2 , ,k k k. Therefore, the evolution under 0 becomes, at time scalesmuch larger than the
inverse of the dephasing rates, a projector  on the diagonal of ρ in that same basis
r r r= =
¥
( ) ( ) lim e diag , 11
t
t0
as happens in the case of just one Rydberg level [1]. The removal of all coherences leads to a diagonal density
matrix, where each classically accessible conﬁguration (e.g. ñ∣00100203 1 ) is given a certain probability of
occurrence.
Using the projector operator  and its complement = - 1 , we can formulate the effective evoluton
equation for the diagonal densitymatrix m r=  describing the slow evolution. To second order in 1, the
general expression is given by
òm m m¶ = + ¥ ( )   td e . 12t t1
0
1 1
0
In this case m = 01 and =     e et t1 10 0 .We next calculate the integrand in equation (12),
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Wehave used the fact that e t0 does not shiftmatrix elements, and that the action of s = ñ á + ñ á∣ ∣ ∣ ∣( ) s s0 0sxk k k
followed by that of s = ¢ñ á + ñ á ¢¢ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣( ) s s0 0s xm m m can only produce non-zero diagonal elements if ¢ =s s andm=k.
In the following, we explicitly work out the terms in equation (13).We focus on the contribution
corresponding to level ñ∣1 for concreteness
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Wewill use = å + å ¢¹ ¢ ¢( ) ( ) ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦V n V nsk m kms sm s s kmss s m as shorthand to refer to the increment in the interaction
energy that one has to pay for the excitation of atom k to level ñ∣s . In the expressions above k1 appears in the
oscillatory part of the diagonal elements of thematrix.
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The term corresponding to s=1 in equation (13) is therefore
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and the contributions due to the other levels take an analogous form. Thus, equation (12) can be rewritten as
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where the projection operator = + ñá∣ ∣( ) ( ) n 0 0sk s k cancels all the elements inμ that do not correspond to the
ground state or ñ∣s at site k. The effective dynamics is therefore given by
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Tomake explicit the power-law interactions, it is useful to refer to the atomic spatial arrangement in terms of
reduced position vectors =ˆ ar rk k , where a is the lattice constant.We deﬁne an intra-level interaction
parameter g= a a- [ ]R a C2s s s1 1 (for interactions between atoms in the same level,
= -a a a∣ˆ ˆ ∣( ) ( )V C n n a r rkms s s k s m k m ), and an inter-level interaction parameter g= a a¢ - ¢[ ]R a C2sss ss s1 1
(for interactions between atoms in different levels, = -a a a¢ ¢ ¢ ∣ˆ ˆ ∣( ) ( )V C n n a r rkmss ss s k s m k m ). The (inverse) rates
can then bewritten as
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In some cases, the interaction exponentα could be different depending on the atomic levels involved. Thismore
general case can be easily worked out from equation (21), but herewewill assume thatα is the same for all level
pairs.
Appendix B. Phenomenology of a four-component dissipative Rydberg gas
While the derivation of the effective equations ofmotion is valid for any number of species, in the numerical
results reported in themain text we focus on the two-component case, p=2.However, both themain
observations on the phenomenology and the theoretical arguments given there can be extendedwithout great
difﬁculty to the >p 2 case. In this sectionwe brieﬂy report some results for p=4. For the sake of simplicity, we
again use a somewhat idealized parameter choice according towhich all the intra-level interaction parameters,
whichwe collectively denote asR, are equal to one another, while all the inter-level interaction parameters,
denoted asRc, are also equal among themselves.We focus on the >R Rc case, where homogeneous domains
emerge, as it gives the richest phenomenology.More speciﬁcally, we considerR=2 andRc=8, which
coincides with the parameter choice used in themain text.
Inﬁgure B1(a), we see one representative trajectory of a systemofN=20 atomswith van derWaals
interactions. The color coding is such that red corresponds to state ñ∣1 , green to ñ∣2 , cyan to ñ∣3 , magenta to ñ∣4
andwhite to ground state atoms.While there are some initial excitations to ñ∣1 , they ﬁnally de-excite and are
replaced by excitations to ñ∣4 , which by then has become the dominant component. The large homogeneous
ñ∣4 -domain that emerges is later replaced by a ñ∣3 -domain. At longer times, two domains, corresponding to ñ∣1
and ñ∣4 coexist. Eventually, when stationarity is approached, the systemundergoes a strongmixing of all the
components.
To quantify the emerging dynamical order we focus on a complex order parameter that is an extension of the
real order parameter +P that was proposed in themain text for p=2 (see equation (4)). It is deﬁned as follows
åå p= + -+
= =
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠P t N
s
n t
1
exp i
1 2 1
4
. 23
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s
s
k
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This order parameter, which has been inspired by the theory of the Pottsmodel [49], can be easily extended to
any number of components p. Inﬁgure B1(b)we show +( )P t4 at =t 102, which corresponds to the time at
whichmost of the trajectories inspected still showone domain that spans thewhole chain. The existence of as
manymaxima as there are excited levels, all of themquite distant from the origin, indeed indicates that the
formation of large domains of the kind seen inﬁgures 2(c) and (d) of themain text for p=2 occurs generically
in systemswith a larger number of components as well. As in the two-component case (main text,ﬁgure 4(d)),
the four peaks reach the saturation value of +∣ ∣P 0.54  at later times, and eventually subside into a unimodal
distribution centered around the originwhen the system approaches the stationary state.
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